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The Dreadnought Generator
Produces the Brilliant Acetylene
Automatically and with perfect safety.

Flame

An ideal light for the lantern or for enlarging purposes.
Under perfect control. Can be turned on and off like ordinary

gas, Can be kept charged ready to light at any time.
escape of gas. hence no Smell.

No

Everything complete for Lantern, £2 2s.
The

‘CYNICUS’

series of HUMOUROUS

LANTERN SLIDES, each a sermon without words.
18/- per dozen.
Over 100 subjects, beautifully coloured.

Try them on the sheet.
50 slides sent on hire for one
night, post free, 4/-, to any part of the British islands. If 24

are kept, no hire charges are made.
W. TYLAR,

New

F.B.

Jutely perfect.

‘Snapping

sible.

Acetylene

out,

Dissolver,

abso-

Independent bye passes.

when

dissolving,

Patent applied for.

impos-

Cane

Full particulars free.

.
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lyes dreaming

Ad, High St., Aston, BIRMINGHAM.

F
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Specialities are celebrated for their
aw
=
excellence and reliability,
Price, 42/-.

Without

Cut Off, 35/-.

e.<cOGims
These are some
of the F.B.
Manufactures.

Send for complete
Illustrated List,
FREE.

STNG QYS
New
Price

F. BROWN,

10/-.

eee

Pattern F.B.

High Power Jet, with Cut Off.

1,500 to 2,000 c.p. easily obtained, ‘‘even by a novice.”

caauete ee, 18, Gate St, Holborn, London, W.C.
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|!" New Gwyer Jet,
Cinematograph

Pendant Saturator
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SAFE.
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SATURATOR

No

*

special

skill

required.
It is filled like a
lamp, and is as
easily managed.

A boon to Lanternists who now
struggle with = inferior compressed
coal gas.

DVERFLOW ( Hy

PLUG

v

*
CATALOGUE

FREE,

2,000

*

of giving more light than any other jet.
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Animated Photography,
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FREE

& SONS, St. Augustine’s,
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Power.

The Gwyer High-Power Jets are
now used by all the principal lanternists.
:
!
Silent and Economical, yet capable

giving useful hints on the management
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The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic
Enlarger

is issued

Twopence,

and

on

may

the

Ist of every

be obtained

of Removal.
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Price 2d. Post free 3d.

month,

price

from all Newsvendors,

Railway News Stalls, Photographic Dealers or from the

The Registered Office of the Magic Lantern
Journal Company, Ltd., is removed from
9a, Carthusian Street, London, E.C., to Prinee’s

Chambers, 6, Corporation Street, Birmingham.
And the Optical Magic Lantern
Journal
address,

will be published from the same
Monthly, under the Tditorship of

ALFRED H. SAUNDERS, to whom all communications relating to the business of the
Company and the Journal should be addressed.

Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—

12 months
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Small Advertisements must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 20th of the month.
All cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
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LONDON
READERS...
...and the TRADE
can obtain copies of the Journal
from

FP. BRETT,
Pilgrim Street,
Ludgate

Hill, E.C.

American Agents :—The International News Co.,
83 and 85, Duane Street, New York City.
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We have received so many letters of a congratulatory nature, expressing pleasure that the
journal is going on, many commendations, hints
as to general principles, offers of help by papers,
articles, etc., and good advice, for which

we

are

extremely grateful.
Nothing helps an editor
in the work more than the knowledge that
satisfaction is being given to the readers.
We
therefore take this opportunity of thanking one
and all, and sending
Hearty Good Wishes
and Successful
in 1903,

by Mr.

M. Robinson, French Gate,

entitled ‘A holiday on a steam trawler in the
North Sea.”
Mr. E. Moor followed with a
capital report of his visit to the annual meeting
of the Yorkshire Naturalists’ Association at Hull
last

week,

and

the

meeting

concluded with an

essay on the “ Life history of the common gnat,”’
by Mr. Mableton.
Belfast

Naturalists’

Field

teresting lecture on ‘Birds

Club.—An

in-’

and their Breeding

Habits,” was delivered on December

16th, in the

Museum, College Square, by Mr. R. J. Ussher,
author

of

the

well-known

work,

“Birds

by Mr. A. R. Hogg, lanternist, and

were

greatly

appreciated by the large audience, who were also
much delighted with a further selection of
pictures exhibited by Mr. Robert Patterson,
M.R.1LA., a prominent member of the club.

Johnson’s

the rooms

of

two recent journeys outside the Great Wall of
China. The lecture was illustrated by lantern
views of the Great Wall and the peoples and
places along its course.

Ghosts and

the

Lantern.—In

connection

with the Congregational Church Guild, Retford,
on Wednesday, December

16th, Mr. E. R. Pater

gave a most interesting lecture entitled ‘ Ghosts.”
The lecture was illustrated with lime-light views
many of which were copies of old engravings.

Society

of

Engineers.—The

forty-eighth

visit

to

Cardiff.—

An opportunity of hearing a lecture by Sir Harry
Johnson, on December 18th, was afforded
Cardiffians, when a lecture was delivered

views,

was

given

in the lecture hall by Mr. Frederick Lambert,
entitled “The Crystal Caves of New South
Wales,

Stalactite

Marvels

of the

Subterranean

World.”

‘““Frpom the Slums to the Quarterdeck.”
—This very interesting lantern lecture was given
at St. Mark’s Hall, Princes Street, on December

15th, by Mr. G. H. Copeland, Finance and
Deputation Secretary of the National Refuges
and Training Ships ‘‘Arethusa”’ and ‘“‘Chichester.”’
The chair was taken by Rev. T. Varney.
Mr.
Copeland explained the kind of employment
found for the girls, the work of the boys on the

training ships, and the slums in which the boys
and girls are found. At the National Refuges
there was provision for 900 destitute boys and
girls.

of

Ireland,” published two years ago. Over eighty
limelight illustrations of the subject were shown

Sir Harry

Buddha.”—At

lecture, illustrated by lantern

Doneaster Scientific Society.— December
17th was “exhibition night” at the monthly
meeting of this Society.
Mr. A. Jordan presided.
The first paper, which was illustrated by lantern
was

‘‘Living’

the Central Asian Society, on December 17th,
Captain I’. G. Poole, D.S.0., read a paper on his

eers was held at the Institution of Mechanical
Engineers, Storey’s-gate, Westminster on December 10th. During the evening an interesting

Year

to all our readers at home and abroad.

views,

The

JOURNAL

annual general meeting of the Society of Engin-

for a

Prosperous

LANTERN.

toon

“Scenes and People from the Uganda Protectorate,”’ at the Park Hall. The lecture was fully
illustrated by lantern slides made by the lecturer
from his own photographs and drawings.

Sheffield

Microscopical

cember 3rd, at the

rooms

Society.—On
of the

Literary

Deand

Philosophical Society, Leopold Street, the members of the Sheffield Microscopical Society spent
a pleasant time together, the occasion being one
of the ‘“‘ Practical Nights.”
The principal feature
of the evening was a lantern demonstration by
Professor C. J. Patten, of University College, who
took for his subject, ‘‘ Birds of the Irish Coast.”

The short lecture was illustrated by some 40
slides, including pictures of birds, nests, and eggs,
taken from life.
Dorchester.—On Thursday, December 4th,
in the Congregational Schoolroom, a lecture on
“Russian

Life’

was

delivered

by

Vladimir

AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

ENLARGER.
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“OPTIMUS”

MAGIC LANTERNS,

FOR

DRAWING-ROOM

Limelight

adapted,

14s.

and LECTURE

HALL.

extra, or in lieu of lamp,

7s.

6d.

Each Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions.
The Lens gives crisp
definition, being a superior Achromatic Photographic Combination,
with Rack and ~Pinion, Compound Condenser of 4 in. diameter, 3.
wick Refulgent Lamp:
Complete in box. 4-wick Lamp, 2s. extra.
£s.

d.

110

0

116
2 8

0
0

Japanned Metal Body...
¥i
_
»
(superior)
:
:
tussian Iron Body, Brass Sliding Tube (College fanieen)
”
”

”
”

”
”

”

Mahogany Outside Body
Mahogany Outside Body,

(superior)

315

0

perforated

4

6

sa

es
Doors,

2-Pannelled

Stages, and 3-draw Sliding Tubes

...

-

Best Mahogany and Rosewood, 2-Pannelled
Stages, and 3-draw Sliding Tubes .

OPTIMUS

CATALOGUES

PERKEN,

POST

414

0

6

0

0

10 10

O

Doors, tes

£4

PERFORATED BODY LANTERN, as diagram,

aw
Brass

5

5 6.

FREE,

SON & Co., Limited, 99, Hatton Garden, LONDON.

Through Passage
Gauge, 33/-.

Metallic Bellows
Regulator (Brier’s).

B.P. Combination

Fine Adjustment

Key.

Valves.

s

Union
any

Loose
Patent),
Fitted
with
Safety
Check
(Jackson’
Spring
Back,
and

With regulator, 53/THE
SCOTCH

20/&

IRISH

Absolutely

Blacked, 7/6; Plated, 8/6.
OXYGEN
Co.,
Ltd.,

first

“MOSS” patent
independent central jets. 2 burner
10/6, 4 burner 15/-.
Six seasons’ use prove
them the best.
There
are
other
good jets, and a Jot of

»
me”. first class generators,
=) you cannot get the
selection
anywhere
else.
Send stamp for list,

What
about that
new drawer tray 2/6,
and that tray purifier

5/- 2 Why ! they are
worth having.

Kindly mention this

for

6/6.
7/6
GLASGOW.

ACETYLENE.

Now
then,
wake
up!

Lanternists,

Acetylene Gas is the light for you,
Better than any oil lamp.
Better than mantles.
Nearly as good as limelight, besides being

Less trouble and more
quite as safe if not safer.

_
reliable than any of them, and

Send stamp for illustrated catalogue to the only practical
lantern experts, who make a speciality of Acetylene.

R. J. MOSS & SONS; 98, Snow Hill, Birmingham.
Established

1896,

Journal when corrésponding with Advertisers,
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Hovertisements.

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
of great experience is open to engagements, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms. Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 44, Lorrimore Road, Kennington,
London, 8. E.

‘Two

single

AD Janterns, almost new, each

Riley’s
complete,

10s.
Demenys Chrono Projector,
Harold Barr, Woolton, Liverpool.

Praestantia
£3 and

complete,

£3

£5 10s.

BEARD S) regulator w anted, second- -hand preferred.
— Potter, Silverbirch Road, Erdington.
OR sale—Steel cylinder, 15 ft. and stand, Beard’s
regulator, pressure guage, mixing jet, reading
lamp and polished bi-unial lantern body only.
Full
particulars sent on application to A. W. Yallop, 25,
Gerrard Street, Islington, N.

OR Sale CHEAP.
Seventy
Exhibition, by York & Son.
Street, Clapham

Road, London.

slides (plain) of Paris
‘*Slides,’’ 84, Church
8. W.

RAND Victor Concert Phonograph, taking ordinary
GG and -concert records, recorder, reproducer, two
horns, one 30in. brass, folding tripod and fifty records.

Cash, £10.

Harold Barr, Woolton, Liverpool.

RIDIRON

Saturator,

£2.

Patent

Silver

Lantern

CG Screen, six feet, 18/- cost double.
‘T'ylares Universal Slide printing frame, 2/6. ‘Vylar’s Sharp Shooter
Slide Carrier, 2/6. Wood’s Washer, 9/-.
Wimshurst
Electrical Machine, twelve inch plates, 20/-. Gramophone, £3. Graphone, fitted with Bet tini Reproducer,
£4, Typewriter, 50/-.
Professor de Frere, 8, Princess

Street, Tunbridge Wells.
ANTERN

front

tubes interlapping

44 by 4 in.

diam., drawing to 7 in. O.G. front, lacquered
brass, for single or bi-unial lanterns, single pair posted,
5/. ‘Trade supplied. Haume, 1, Lothian Bu, Eidin burgh.

HE Polar ship ‘ Fram? ” and ‘other Norweigian Lantern Slides. Interesting set of 48 slides, conti pining
the Polar ship ‘“‘ Fram”? and ber return to Christiania,
Vhelemarken people and nature, views from Christiania,
and neighbourhood,

&c.

Price 11/- doz,, post free, and

every additional slide 10d. each.
Against remittance of
11/- by Post. Money Order, I will send two dozens on
approval, against 16/- three dozens, and against 21/- four
dozens.
Apply toH E. M. Rolsted 13, Dronningenssade, Christiania, Norway.
SECOND- HAND
SLIDES.
43d. each (painted), including Life models, Temperance,
Religious, Flower Studies, Comic, Mottoes,
Effects,

Hymns,

etc.

T. T. WING,

Send to us for your slide making and
painting.
Tists free.
12, High Street, Chesterton, Cambs.
io years at Chatteris.

LANTERN

SLIDES.

King and Queen in Coronation

Robes,

Coronation

Pro-

cession, Canadian Arch, etc., 12 slides, 6/6 free. Indian
Camp, First Decorations, ete., London views, Cathedrals,
Flowers,

Sunscts,

Switzerland,

Waves,

Devonshire,

Edinburgh,

the Zoo, Men of War, ete. ; 6/- the dozen.

Catalogue 3d., lists free.
JOHN STABB, Babbacombe

Slides, many

in sets.
post free.

A

['LENTION.

JOURNAL

Doutwood, Holland

Kindly mention

TORQUAY.

this Journal when

for sale, mostly

Printed List sent

House, Hastings.

LD fashioned paintings by Carpenter and Westley
wanted ; Palestine, Eastern Scenes, c., preferred

—particulars to ‘ Ancient,’’ c/o Office of this’ Journal.
“LEARING cut Lantern Slides ; complete sets below
wholesale prices.
Send for full descriptive list.
Unusual bargains ; splendid condition ; mustbe cleared.
—Moody Bell, Colonnade, Cheltenham.
ANTERN

Slides.

‘The Coronation,

Indian Camp,

is First Decorations, London Views, The 300, The
Thames, Cathedrals, Men of War, Flowers, Waves,
Sunsets, Devonshire, Switzerland, Edinburgh, etc., 6/-

dozen. Catalogue 3d.—John Stabb, Babbacombe Road,
Torquay.
OR

Lawson’s

Sale:

Large Saturator and

Filling

Cup, cost £4 3s., will ‘take £2 15s.
4-in. Gas
Gauge, cost 35/-, will take 2:5/-.
Briers’ Metalic Regulator, cost 22/-, will take 15/-. All the above nearly new.
Will allow 3 days’ approval on deposit.—-Hanson and
Turton, Denby ale, Nr. Huddersfield.

\N 7 ANTED
a pair of second hand large size 37%,
cylinder lens, 103 or 11 in. equivalent. focus (11
inch preferred), must be in good condition ; approval ;
state lowest cash. —Osborne, 4, Shakespeare Avenue,
Southampton.

ORTY ft. Oxygen Cylinder and Rope Cover, cost
54/3, take 30/-.~—Rev. W ood, Stroxton, Grantham.

KAND
ZX

new

effect

sets

work.’’—‘' The Hidden

fare of the future, Dawn

on

in, the finest miniature
Terror,”? sabmarine

war-

the ocean,.submarine

hoat

sinks into the depths and attacks ironclad, entirely
destroying it ;.new and original movements of a novel
character, a magnificent and thrilling effect in the finest
hand work.—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as below.

Vy
Eruptions in the West Indies, complete
series of beautiful and thrilling effect-scts, illus-

trating these

terrible calamities.—Lists.—Edmund

H.

Wilkie, as below.

~ NGLAND’S
Glory.—A striking mechanical radiating effect for opening or closing a patriotic subject,
in finest hand- -painting ; send for Yists.—Edmund EH.
Wilkie, as below.

ORONATION illumination effects, striking and
beautiful, of permanent historic interest ; in finest

hand painting.— Edmund

II. Wilkie, as below.

HOTOGRAPHS worked up in oil colour, water
colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices: the best
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature, or
from written or verbal description; every class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special

purposes;

see

testimonials.—Edmund

H.

Wilkie,

as

below.

ECOND-HAND slides by Carpenter & Westley and
S other first-class makers; a variety in different
qualities ;some accumulations to clear cheaply ; send
for special lists;

Road,

hundreds

Less than half price.

below.

useful

lots.—Edmund

corresponding with Advertisers,

H.

Wilkie,
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by some

Press,

an

exceedingly

effective lantern slides, and, at intervals, selections

of Russian music were given.

Edinburgh’s New
Scheme
of Sunday
Services.—Councillor Brown, in presence of a
large audience in the Synod Hall on October
380th,

formally

inaugurated

a

new

scheme.

of

“Bright Gospel lantern services ’’ for non-churchgoers.
Addresses are to be illustrated by electric
lantern pictures, with solo singing and choruses
at intervals by members of a special choir.
Councillor Brown, who presided at the opening
ceremony,
explained that some ‘friends had
obtained the sanction of the Town Council to use

on

ENLARGER.
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Wednesday,

auspices

of the

December

10th,

Winchester

under

Institute.

the

In his

own very racy style the lecturer dealt with the
extraordinary seismic disturbances
that have
recently occurred throughout the world, and

gaye a very vivid and graphic account of the West
Indian eruptions,|
Mount Pelee and La Soufriere,
which involved the destruction of St. Piere with
its 30,000 inhabitants.
His remarks were en-

hanced by the fine collection of over one hundred
magnificent photographic slides, secured at great
cost and risk, before, during, and after eruptions,
which gave the audience a better idea of volcanology

City Treasures.—Under the superinteiidence

the Synod Hall on Sunday evenings for this good

of the Library Committee

purpose.
They desired to gather in non-churchgoers, and had no wish to interfere with ordinary
church services.
Indeed they would prefer that
ordinary churchgoers should not come, but hoped
the latter would do their best to induce nonchurchgoers to attend.

the City of London, Mr. Charles Welsh, the
librarian, delivercd, on December llth, in the
Guildhall a lecture, illustrated with lantern slides,

Illustrated

Concert

Tuesday, December

at Broughton.—-On

9th, the Baptist School

was

packed to hear an unique concert, the peculiarity
of which was the illustration of each item by
means of the oxy-hydrogen lantern.
The object
of the concert was to benefit the funds of the
Socicty for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

Sunday

Evening

Lantern

the usual service at the
tional

Chapel,

on

Sunday,

first of a series of lantern

the

Chapel.

The

Lecture.—Aftcr

Castle-strect

choir

Congrega-

December

services

7th,

was

rendered

the

given at

pleasingly

upon
their

of the Corporation of

“The Guildhall Library
History and Treasures.”

and Museum,
Mr. R. O.

Hearson, the chairman of the Library Committee,

was in the chair.
There were thrown upon the screen in rapid
succession a great number of photographs ranging
over both the literary and archeological departments.
Among them were the original Charter
of William the Conqueror; Jord Nelson’s letter,
dated on board the Vanguard at the Nile in 1798,
presenting the French Admiral's sword to the
City; the pageants and passages of various
monarchs, Roman and miedieval pottery and
glass, the Danish monumental stone from St.
Paul’s Churchyard, signs of old London inns,
views of old London, and many other subjects of
the greatest interest in connection with the

several items of sacred music in the interval
between the two services.
At the lantern lecture

history of the metropolis.

there was a large attendance.
Hoffmann’s
celebrated pictures of the life of Christ were
displayed by limelight views, and this novel

Northampton Natural History Society.—
At a meeting of the Photographic Section in the

mcthod of perenne Christianity

Mr. C. A. Markham presiding, an interesting
lecture apd demonstration were given by Mr.
Frank Miall (representing Messrs. Lumiere, of

proved

exceed-

ingly popular, more so, indeed, than the orthodox
service.

society's rooms on Wednesday,

London),

Animated

Pictures

at

Broadmoor.—A

pleasing entertainment was given in the Central
Hall

of the

Asyluin

on

Wednesday, ‘2ecember

10th, by Mr. Richard Edwyn.
It consisted of
lime-light views and animated pictures, illustraing the Kine’s Accession and Coronation, also the
South African War and the recent Naval Review.

Voleanoés.

and

Earthquakes.—Mr.

W.

on

a

L.N.A.

December

process

of

10th,

colour

photography.
The lecturer stated the production
of photographs in natural colours has long been the aim of scientists.
With instruments and
materials of extremely high sensitiveness they
had at length arrived at a process suited to the
amateur working athome.
Beautiful illustrative
lantern slides were shown.

interesting and instructive lecture on “ Voleanocs

Natural Colour Photography.—An interesting explanation of some modern methods of
colour photography was given by Mr. Charles B.

and Earthquakes,” in the Guildhall, Winchester,

Howdill, president of the Leeds Camera Club, at

Herbert

Jones,

V.R.G.8.,

gave

an

exceedingly

389
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a meeting of the Manchester Amateur Photographic Society, held in the Atheneum, Princess
street, on Tuesday evening, December 9th. The
lecture was illustrated by a wide range of lanternpictures,
which
comprised
some
wonderful
examples of results now attainable by means of
the camera.
Groups of flowers in their natural
tints were shown, and one remarkable slide
depicted a glowing sunset at Leeds, with dim
suggestions of city roofs and a church spire below.
Other pictures showed ‘rich coloured stainedglass from Beverley and York Minsters, and
especially striking was the reproduction of a
Rembrandt from the Rijks Museum, Amsterdam.
Mr. F. W. Parrott, secretary of the Manchester
society, was the lanternist.

‘*An Ornithological Expedition to St.
Kilda.” —This was the subject of an interesting
and instructive lecture delivered to an appreciative

auditory,

on

December

12th,

by

Dr.

J.

Wiglesworth in University College, under the
auspices of the Liverpool Biological Society. By
the combined arts of photography and the lantern
' aiding the lecturer's description, many interesting
aspects of life in the ocean solitude under review

—that most remote of the Scottish
brought vividly before the auditory.

Isles—were

Cambridge Photographic
Society.—The
concluding lecture of the course on photography
in natural colours according to the SangerShepherd process was given by Mr. Fred J.
Stoakley at the Club rooms, 1, Prince of Wales’
Passage, on Tuesday,

December

9th.

A series

of slides illustrative of the formation of the
finished picture was shown and described, and

also a number of photographs in colour of flowers,
insects, and copies of rare old pictures, the work

of the lecturer and Mr. W. H. Hall.
Cardiff Technical

School

Art Exhibition.

—On Wednesday, December 3rd, Mr.
Thomas, Cardiff, delivered the second

T. H.
of the

series of popular lantern lectures which have
been organised at the Cardiff Technical School in
connection with the art exhibition.
The title of
the lecture, which was illustrated by 40 slides,
was “ Celtic Decorative Art.”

_Aceteylene

Accident.—The

case we men-

tioned in our last issue we regret to state resulted
in the death of Herbert Thackray on the 15th of
December, and we offer our sincere condolence

to the parents.

The case is fully reported in another

column,

with press opinions and comments by Mr. Wm.
Tylar.
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Lantern
By

for Exhibitors.

Derrrua.

WW.
UCH has lately appeared in the catalogues
4 . i of dealers, relating to the compactness
of the lantern, the small size in which

it can be compressed, and the ease with which it

can be carried about. Individual tastes vary ;
and to the man who is going about from village
to village acting as his own porter, relying upon
himself to do everything as some of the missioning
colporteurs are doing, I have nothing to say.
But when he comes in to the éity or large town
engages a hall, capable of holding 2,000 people,,
and with this small concern expects to elevate
an

audience,

I say

to him,

“stay

at home!”

or get some capable local lanternist to operate,and don’t bring discredit on the profession,

by exhibiting with such paltry tools.

An incident

like this actually occurred under the writer’s
notice, and I scarcely knew whether to pity
the missioner

or the audience.

However, after

some some
20 minutes
trying ineflectually
to get some sort of a picture, the missioner asked
for lights up, and spoke without slides, but to
listen afterwards to the remarks about magic
lanterns in general made my ears tingle.
For the entertaining of the children at home,
these small affairs are

alright,

and

no

amateur

photographer should be without one.
Combined
with an acetylene generator it will add zest to
the pleasures

of the past summer’s

excursions

when snapsnots and stand exposures exhibited
as lantern slides will beguile the long winter
evenings.
But let the serious worker, the man
who is desirous of public fame leave such toys
alone, and invest in a good Biunial; appearances
go for everything now-a-days, the man who makes
.the biggest show comes off best. The choice of a
light is varied, good results can be got with
acetylene, and provided with a first class generator of fair capacity, and jets with 4 burners,
pretty effects have been obtained with dissolving.
My favourite is the lime-light, using the Brown or
Gwyer jets, which in my practice give equal results, and used with the pendant ether saturator,
no one need desire better.
The electric light
cnly is allowed to be used in some halls, and all

others are prohibited.
Birmingham

City

This

Tall,

and

is the case at the
operators

coming ”

here must be prepared to fix up for electricity
or not to exhibit at all. Cables are already run

round the hall and it only needs the wires of the
Rheostat attaching to the switch to be ready for
exhibition.
Will it require three or four lanterns to cope
with all these conditions?
No!
The lantern I

AND
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General Hovertisements—Continued.
L

ANTERNS of every make re-modelled, renovated
ventilation improved, registration adjnsted and

corrected under the supervision of Mr. Edmand H.
Wilkie ; advice and estimates free, special adjustments
for absolute registration ; the result of over a quarter of

acentury’s
as below.
OLAR

practical experienee.-—Edmund
Flint Limes.

The

H. Wilkie,

finest extant,

ENLARGER.

il.

L. GAUMONT & Go.,
MANUFACTURERS

The ©xygenator,
CYLINDERS

accurately

SUPERSEDED!

turned and drilled, and possessing exactly the
amount of resistance required.
Ordinary size, 12 1n tin,
3/2 post frec.
Special Cinematograph size, a noble
lime, 6 in tin, 2/3 post free. These are the cheapest in the
world, cineomatograph limes should be used on all high
power jets, it is geeneny to do so.—Edmund H. W ilkie,
as below.

Telegrams.—
“Objecisti,

2430,

generating

PURE Oxygen
by an
entirely 7

Lanterns

Photographic Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

Gerrard.

An Apparatus for

lantern in every particular, and I am satisfied that I did
the right thing in committing the construction of so
impor tant an aparatts into the hands of so well- known
and experienced an optical expert as yourself.”?
Above
can be seen.—Kdmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road,
West Hampstead, London.

View Magic
and Slides,

London.

Telephone—

XTRACT from testimonial regarding triple lantern
E
built for a well-known popular and. suecessful
lecturer :—‘‘ [ now feel that Ihave an absolutely perfect

Dissolving

OF

method

every

M®.J
C. STEVENS
begs to announce that he holds Sales
of the above, every Friday, at half.past twelve precisely, at
his great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden, London.
Gentlemen wishing to inclute property tn these Sales are veguested to
send particulars one week prior to sale

at a

moment’s

notice,

at very

HURMAN, LIMITED,

High
Pressure.

Victoria Square,

Just the
thing a

Birmingham,

Lecturer

requires.

FOR Lanterns,

Full

Slides,
Telephone

1940.

Telegrams:

etc.,

lilms and Apparatus

‘‘ POP.”

from

GAUMONT

in stock for Lectures

and Entertainments.

Cinematograpb

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

&

Co.,

Specialists,

25 & 22, Cecil Court, London, W.C.
(Near

Also

of Cinematograph

il

L.
All Accessories

and

prices, also list
»

Gas,

particulars

Dark

ALHAMBRA).

Room and Laboratories—22,

Cecil

Court.

Studio aud Open Air Theatre—Loughboro,

S.E.

lV.
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“TWO
The Pneumatic

MAGIC

LANTERN

GOOD

Lantern

(As supplied
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THINGS.”

Slide

Carrier

to the leading Lanternists

and Dissolver.

of the World).

THE NEW ENLARGING AND COPYING TABLES AND SCREENS.
in the Trade; and to the Birmingham Photographie Sociéty’s
New Enlarging Rooms).

(As supplied to all the leading Houses

A Post Card will bring full particulars and prices, if your Dealer has not already stocked
Telegrams:
“CAMERA,

SOUTHPORT.”

Cinematographs.
THE

IMPERIAL

Combined
Sunk

Film

Magic Lanterns.

ROTOGRAPH

HUGHES’

Lantern and Cinematograph.

FOR

1,000

FEET

OF

FILM.

Cage.
Films never Injured.
Every Improvement.
Special supply Feed (Hughes' Patent).

Living Picture and

Lantern Picture superimpose
and position.

£21

10s.

the price.

THE

A marvel

at

ROTAGRAPH
COMBINED

Lantern and
Crnematograph

Hughes’ Great B1 Pictoroscope for showing animated
pictures.
12 to 20 feet pictures.
Perfection.
Kelipses all others
Superb mechanism. .
Hughes’ Living Picture Photo-Rotoscope.
A little
gem.
Flickering nil. Can be attached to any lantern, will give
with oil, 4 feet pictures; limelight JO to 14 feet pictures.
Price,

Same_ principle for 150-ft. as
per drawing.
Redneed
£16

to

16s.

No. bo with lantern complete, £11 lis.; without, £7 7s.
No.
£13 13s. and £9 9s., equal to machines costing £20 to £50 each.

Established

air.

Winter

or Summer.

Not a toy, but

Specialist.

if you

want

Perfection

in

fourteen

people

high- class : price, complete

IWustrated Catalogues of Cinematographs
ditto, 4a.
Hughes' Moto Photoscope
Cinematograph.

W C. Hughes
Address

2,

Hughes’ Photo-Rotoscope Peep Show.
‘The grentest
money-teker of the 19th century ; animated pictures in the open

over
30 years.

the

MARVELLOUS PAMPHENGOS,
NEARLY 4,000 SOLD.

Gives brilliant 10 to 14
The finest vil-lighted Lantern extant.
No broken glasses.
4 incb
feet pictures.
No sinell.
No smoke.
finest Condensers and large front Lenses, elegant brass sliding
fronts.
Reduced to £3 10s.
Particulars free.
‘Vhe Universal
four-wick Lantern, 18s. 6d.
Marvellous value.
Handsome brassfronted Li-unial Lanterns, £6 10s. Blow-through Jets, 85.6. Mixed
Gas ditto, 12s. The Doewra, the Grand, and the Miniature Malden
‘lriples.
Superb instruments, as supplied to Madame Patti, Professor Malden, Royal Polytechnic, ete.
Before purchasing get
Hughes’ Gr randy Illustrated Catalogue, 180 original engravings,
price Gil., postage 4d. Giving valuable information.
Bijou ditto,
5d, free.
List of 60,000 Slides, 6d., postage 3d. Cheapest and best
Lantern Outfits in the world.

in size

Why pay £45 when you get this
high-class technical outtit for

only

Note

these.

The SOUTHPORT PHOTO APPLIANCES Co.,
Phoenix Camera Works, SOUTHPORT.
—

either

Cinematographs,

Lanterns,

can

see at one time.

with

machine,

of above,

£12

8d.

12s.

Small

Reversing
or

Effects—

Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road, Kingsland, LONDON, N.

W.

P.

THOMPSON
(ONLY

R

322,

R

6,

Chartered
given,

and

expert

evidence

CO.,

High

Holborn,

Lord

Street,

of Patent

W.C.

Patent.
in all counties.

Liverpool.

Agents.

Oppositions conducted, searches made, opinions on

anianged.

Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries granting
Handbook

London,

ANO

Patents secured, maintained, defended and worked
LVutringements

&

ADDRESSES)

Law.

Twelfth

Edition,

British

Portion,

Gd.

protection.
All countries,

2/6.
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to describe will fulfil them all, and at

one cost, which can be made to suit (to some
extent) the pocket of the purchaser, and will
depend upon the optical parts. If extra large objectives are used, the cost may go up £40 to £50,

using the smaller ones £25 to £30 may be
sufficient, and the apparatus will be well worth
the outlay. The greatest difficulty will be to get
the dealers to make up to the dimensions. One
old friend, a veteran lanternist,
my lantern, exclaimed—Hello!

when
where

he saw
did you

get that from?
Is that one of the “Old Poly”
lanterns ?
The total height is 23 inches; height of body
from baseboard 21 inches; depth (outside) 13
inches; inside, 114 inches.
Width, outside 10
inches;

inside, 84 inches.

Baseboard, 26 inches

by 14 inches; doors, 6 inches square. The front
has two apertures of 53 inches square for condensors, which are 5} inches apart. I know
. this is wider than is generally allowed, 9 inches
being considered quite full, but the arc-lamps
cannot be centred if less than 3+ inches separation.
The back is generally cut away pear
shaped, but as the large Brown or Gwyer jet or
arc lamp will not go in this aperture it is advisable to cut away 6 inches square openings.
If these instructions are carried out and the
usual brass work added, a handsome apparatus
will be the result, and not only so, but in capable

hands an instrument to be proud of. An ideal
lantern suitable for any emergency the professional operator may be called upon to meet
and overcome.
I have said nothing as to choice.
of jets or arc lamps, the makers’ catalogues will
give ample information, and each must choose
for themselves.

RR

Cause
LanteRN

RH

and

LECTURER

By

Maurice

Effect.
v. AUDIENCE,

for ever,—A

tone

of music—summer’s
ocean—which

eve

or

shall wound,

Striking the electric train with which we are bound.’’

Dr. Johnson

once

laid it down

40

and under whatever circumstances

the above sentiments were uttered,

there

was

a

transference of the molecular motions of the
brain of Dr. Johnson to the listener.
Should the
latter expedient have been resorted to, than
insinuation then there was an intense desire to
create a point of view in the brain of the listener
that hitherto had not existed.
Now although he may succeed in producing by
means of his mental powers certain conceptions,
it will presently be noted that these conceptions
are actually not essential, but merely form
divisions of certain abstract thoughts.
Most lantern lecturers are aware that a very
limited number in the company of their audiences
are capable of abstract thought, and still fewer
of concrete conceptions.
It can also be safely
hazarded that (en masse) prejudice will be much
more prevalent than judgment, on precisely the
same principle that fiction is more powerful than
truth.
:
Now presuming that the lecturer has selected
an appropriate rather than a beautiful subject to
dilate upon, that is to take for granted he understands the requirements of his audience, (for what
is appropriate generally excites satisfaction and
satisfaction is tantamount to pleasure) he will be
enabled to elevate them into a happy mood.
In
some degree the same sensation is to be experienced by the reading of a favourite book. It
has however been said of books that “they owe
their success to two things, the good memory of
those who write them and the bad memory of
those who read them.’”’ But the success of a
lecture depends on a great deal more.
Doubtless
the literature of a country is the most complete
and many sided in which the intellectual progress
of any age reveals itself.
But whereas the
writers of books have their mind stored with
historical facts, and are past masters in the art of
portraying the human emotions; the lantern
lecturer together with the foregoing qualities, is
armed with a startling lifelike counterieit ; so that
even should he fail verbally to convey a correct
to

his

audience,

he

can

at least

succeed by pictorial suggestion.

spring—
A flower—the wind—the

whomsoever

impression

Mary.

“And slight withal may be the things that bring
Back to the heart the weight which it would fling
Aside

ENLARGER.

as an axiom

that whatever draws us from our senses, whatever makes the past, the distant or the future

predominate over the present; advances us in
dignity of thinking beings.
These remarks may
have been called forth in the form of a suggestion
or an insinuation.
In the first instance, to

This is an age of -bridging distances, and
searching for the source of life. In short, the
human mind of to-day resembles one infinite
note of interrogation.
The people want to
know.
The level of knowledge is for ever

ascending, and those High Priests of to-day who
will fit themselves into the gigantic opportunities
thus created, are indeed to be worshipped as
heroes.

And further, the public of to-day demamd

novels and poems that treat of the most distant
countries, therefore the lantern lecturer has
provided himself with a repertoire of the most

41
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magic

: wonderful and beautifulphases of physical Phenomena with which heaven and earth are enriched.
Glancing round the lecture halls we find from
time to time the most exquisite and minute
pictorial entertainments.
As the audience gazes
in hushed wonder and adoration it forgets for the
moment the toil and misery of this work-a-day
world.
Indeed, it is acted upon and enthralled
as if by magic. .How long has this great trans. formation taken to accomplish?
Less than a
minute?
Aye. less than a second, for the persistance of the impression on the retina lasts
about one-sixth of a second after the object which
produces it has been removed.
In order to fully
realise how much may be observed in so brief a
space of time, it will be useful to remember the
marvellous complex dreams that are woven by
the continued action of the brain after unconciousness has wrapped our personality in oblivion.

It is a fact scientifically established beyond
quibbling, that to practically clothe some of our
. fantastical dreams with reality would occupy
weeks,

months, or years, and yet we

have

been

LANTERN
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the heart, which as instantaneously re-acts on the

brain.

It is this mutual

action

of heart. and

brain which forms the lecturer’s soil for cultivation.

Although perchance he cannot see the faces of
his audience, he will be almost unconsciously
made aware by distinct movements, sighing and
gesticulations that—
“Many a shaft at random sent
Finds mark the author little meant,

And many a word at random spoken,

May soothe or wound the heart that’s broken.”

The will power of the audience at this juncture
becomes entirely suspended.
The audience now
. give evidence of certain states of mind, which are
the direct result of their individual nervous constitution, or rather the constitution of the nervous

system.
What has happened?
Impressions
made through the sensoria causing strong emotional excitement has affected the secretions
of the alimentary canal, independent of the
individual will or habit.
Different forms of
emotional excitement fird the responsive chords
in different sets of nerves.
Thus sublime music
has been known to affect the spinal nerves to the
extent of paralysis.
A sensitive nerve when irritated transmits
some influence to the nerve cell whence it

to sleep for the space perhaps of a few moments
only.
It is quite as interesting and as useful to the
lecturer to enter into the feelings of his audience,
as it is for the audience to sympathise with the
proceeds, and thus transmits its influence
lecturer.
In the following brief outline it should
first to the corresponding nerve cell on the
be borne distinctly in mind, that to minutely
opposite side of the body, and then upwards,
describe the whole group of emotional evolution -.downwards along the cerebro spinal column to
. would occupy several volumes, so that within the
narrow limits of this paper we can only skim the
surface of a fascinating subject, but nevertheless,

should these suggestions prompt the reader to
think for his or herself it will have accomplished

the author's desire.
In tracing the sensations produced on the brain
generally, by the sudden projection of a slide
upon the screen, we find a very simple subject
sparely illustrated exercises a trifling effect,
because it gives rise to only one single visible
impression; it does not render a more intense
state of activity on the part of the brain nesessary
in order to find out its signification. But, on the
other hand, a more richly illustrated picture
produces a charming effect, which is heightened
according to the descriptive capacity possessed
by the lecturer.
When this latter quality is
present as a factor then the mind of the audience
becomes excited, and produces numerous visual
impressions of a high degree of activity in finding
out its signification.
.
This effect upon the brain is further intensified
by the order of the subject projected, or rather
slescriptive. of joy, mirth, love, grief, pain, etc.
The brain having been excited it instantly affects

other nerve cells to a greater or lesser extremity,

according to the strength of the excitement, so
that eventually the whole nervous system is
affected.
To repeat once more the will power of
the audience being in abeyance this involuntary
transmission of nerve force may or may not be
accompanied by consciousness.
So far we have noticed that subject to certain
conditions, the lecturer is privileged to establish
a true bond of sympathy between himself and
his audience.
Primarily this bond of sympathy
will be widened and strengthened by the effect
of color apart from the subject of the lecture.
The emotion at the outset of a lecture should
be one of pleasure, as most audiences desire to
be pleased

rather

than

instructed,

although

in-

struction in certain forms becomes a source of
pleasure.
What I wish to point out more ‘particularly, that at the commencement

of a lecture

anything which chances to call forth disgust,
protestation or anger will produce violent external and internal conflict.
So that it would be
a grave mistake on the part of the lecturer to
unduly sap the patience and perception of an
audience at the outset of perhaps a deeply interesting subject.

AND
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That the view ofa beautiful color gives peculiar
pleasure has been acknowledged from time im-.
memorial.
Plato causes Protarchus to ask
Socrates ‘And true pleasures, Socrates, what

ENLARGER.

But

lest these

42,

strictures

should appear too

severe, the alternative on the part of the lecturer

odours or from sounds, whose absence is not felt
and painless, while their presence is sensible and
productive of pleasure.”
Herein then lies one of the first principles of a
pleasurable lantern lecture from the point of view
of an audience.
The next move towards success
of the lecture is to presume that the lecturer is a
“good talker,’ but for purposes of illustration
let us suppose he is not, being only human he is
liable to be as frail as the rest of his race.

would be to place hiinself in as similar position
to that in which a worthy member of Parliament
placed himself many years ago. A rhetorical free
‘lance with R. B. 5. Sheridan was stigmatised as
“the Rt. Hon. Gentleman is indebted to his
memory for his jests and his imagination for his
facts.”
In conclusion it might not be unapt to
quote a many times told anecdote relating to
Geo. III., who while out fox-hunting stopped at
a farmer’s house for dinner. The farmer thinking
to please his majesty, commissioned his wife to
make an especially fine dumpling.
When this
was set upon the table, it was noticed that the
king instantly relapsed into deep meditation.
On being questioned by one of his favourite

His slides to all intents and purposes are
perfect, but as we have hinted, his supply of
verbosity is not equal to the exuberance of his
desire to please.
What happens? The audience
instantly becomes aware of the law of association
as an aid to memory.
At the same instant he
instinctively takes advantage of the same means,
and gracefully helps himself out of the situation,

get into the dumpling.”
Now to any domesticated housewife this is all plain sailing, and it is
hoped that to many readers of the Lantern this
little article will be the means of dispelling
much regarding lantern lecturers’ audiences that
hitherto had appeared mysterious and unfathomable.

are they?”
He answers in the following,
“Those pleasures from beautiful colors as they
are

called,

from

figures, and

most

often from

But hardly any artificial reminder can adequately balance the scales against the failings of
a bad memory.
The lecturer owes a vital duty
to his audience, and that is to use the whole of
his influence in guiding them to remember the
most salient features of his lecture.
A lecturer
eifted with a good memory moves in a clear
position to impress upon’ the minds of his
audience the accuracy and readiness of his own
perceptions, and the pleasure of the audicnee is
intensified as they follow minutely, and see that
his description is in accordance with the picture
presented, 7.¢., law of associaticn.
But veverting once more to the means which will enable
the audience to some extent memorise the lecture.
We have seen in a former part of this paper that
will and consciousness become in a certuin degree
suspense, and that the nervous system rules
absolute.
The audience has at this point met
the lecturer half way to the point of concentration,

and we have also seen that by means of association in the arrangement of the slides, the lecturer
has met his audience.
Both these laws being
now operative, the audience and lecturer are
compelled to remember certain ideas, objects and
illustrations which form links in the chain of
events.
The lecturer wishes to convey and the
audience wish to realisc and understand.
Unless
these rules are strictly adhered to it will invariably
be found that the judgment of the audience has
become biased and therefore the effect - becomes
opposite to the lecturer's intentions.

courtiers as to the cause of his reveric, he vehemently burst out, “How the ——
did the plums

ee

Enlarging

for

ae

Pictorial

Work.

By J. Pace Cnrort.
(continued).
(WAVING sclected a negative which I feel
bg inclined to enlarge, I pull offa print on
P.O.P. (it isn’t of course necessary to tone
it) and think it over;

then

fold

back

such

as I

feel does not help the pictorial composition. | If
a tree stands up too straight I fold obliquely so as
to get it to hang better. The greatest mistake to
my mind, that many make is including too nyuch
in their pictures, and thus by dividing the interest
over the material and the

unmaterial,

they

lose

concentration, and greatly weaken its strength,
and reduce the whole to the ordinary.
Therefore don’t be ‘afraid to ruthlessly cut away all
that

is not

absolutely

essential

to the picture,

remembering that which is not helpful is a
decided drawback pictonially.
Besides it doesn't matter a bit how small the
proportion that is left, as you can enlarge it
practically to what extent you wish.
Another gain in omitting all unnecessary matter
is that the result will be much bolder, and far
more striking, by concentrating the interest on

that which is strongest, rather than permitting it
to wander to anything of less importance, and
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consequently trivial to the effect aimed at. This
thought brings to my mind a question I was once
asked as to what I considered ideal focussing.
I have always held that the strongest feature
should be in the sharpest plane, and so everything else will lead up, and fall away from it,
thus at once rivetting the attention straightway
on to its strength, instead of allowing anything
of less importance, to compete for interest. and
cause the eye to wander to lesser matter.
This is the simplest thing possible if workers
will only focus with open aperture—and burn,
bury or lose their stops somewhere, where they
can never find them again. To my mind the
door to pictorial work is barred against those, who
against all reason, will persist in stopping down
—even if ever such a little—to get a picture (?)
that is “sharp all over.’’
Consequently the
print that is fuzzy all over, though possibly having
had

all its teeth drawn,

is less irritating,

and
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rather messy labour is nevertheless paid for over
and over again, in the improvement obtained in
the end.
I even go as far as to recommend backing the
plates for lantern slides. An unbacked plate will
give a good result in many cases, but a well
backed plate will produce better in all. Another
method of backing is to squeegee a piece of black
paper on to the back of the plate —which if placed
face downwards on a piece of blotting paper will
prevent any moisture getting on to the face—
care being of course taken, that the two are in
optical contact.
To retain the plate in position on the board I
find that three stout drawing pins, two at the
bottom one near each corner, and one at the top,

answer all that is required, and allow the plate
to be removed by simply withdrawing the top
one.
If a cloud is to printed in, I always do this
first, finding that

what

is last

therefore more reposeful, is only one degree
vernoved from the brittle and biting optical impossibility.
Let me suggest a simple illustration.
If you hold up a finger and look at it steadily,
then the pattern on the wall paper behind is
diffused, transfer your gaze to the paper and it is
the finger that becomes diffused.
You can’t

comes out top, and of course the
appears to the eye in front of the
of horizon can be traced on the
ordinary lead pencil, which can
after development.
If I feelin a particularly careful

added,

always

horizon always
sky. The line
plate with an
be sponged off

mood I roughly
trim the card to correspond with the sky line,
possibly see the two at once, the one equally as
and using it one way to print out the cloud and
sharp as the other.
mask the landscape, turn it upside down for
Well, having decided on the portion of the
masking the sky, and printing the landscape.
negative I propose to enlarge, I run it into the
If the card is kept well moving, not rapidly
lantern.
I get my illumination from a tube from
but well up and down, then the landscape will
the ordinary gas bracket in the room, and use an
incandescent mantle, and to my thinking this is be printed, quite over the sky, and thus an
With
the ideal light because the time required is not ‘ awkward join of the two will be avoided.
too long to be tedious, and yet long enough to plenty of clean water in the dish, in which the
plate is to be developed, and having removed the
permit control during this part of the work.
backing, I slide the plate under the water, and
The board that holds the plate for the enlargeafter a slight rocking, pour off the water, remove
ment, was easily knocked together by nailing a
few pieces of matchboard on to a couple of the plate, pour the developer into the dish, and
again slide in the plate.
supports, each of which is weighted at the
I make ita practice never to pour developer
bottom with a piece of heavy wood to give
on to a plate but slide the plate under the liquid
steadiness.
in the dish. In my mind this is a very real
The back of a waste print does well to focus
preventative against uneven development, pinon, and then I have a look at the image and
holes, etc.
consider what will be better printed up a little,
With a large tuft of cotton wool—which I keep
and what needs suppressing which I generally
handy in water in another dish—I brush the plate,
do with a piece of card, keeping it moving during
when wader the developer, all over first one way,
the exposure.
and then the other, thus removing all particles of
Another advantage in enlarging by artificial
dust, air bubbles, and remains of the backing, &c.
light ‘in ‘this way, is that the light always being
I would strongly urge that this precaution be
of nearly the same value, with a little experience
never omitted, as in this way pinholes should be
the exposure can be estimated to a nicety, thus
practically unknown; and if ever prevention is
rendering a trial exposure unnecessary.
Having
decided on the time requisite, I first back the plate,

better than cure, it surely is in such a case as this.

and this operation though it is just a little extra
trouble, in putting on the backing, and subsequent-

the developer, flood with water and examine with

ly removing, should

a view of local development, as some

never

be

omitted,

as

the

When

the plate is about half developed, pour off
parts will
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Church Army Lantern and Lantern Slide Works,
1380, EDGWARE

Full Price List, 8d., post free, of the Finest Selection of
Church and secular Slides in the world, on Sale or Hire.

ROAD,

W.

Full stock of latest in Lanterns, Limelight and Acetylene Apparatus and Accessories always in stock on Sale or Hire.
Slides prepared from Customer's Negatives. Prints, &c., and colored in three different styles
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LANTERN

“INJECTOR”
(JACKSON’S

JOURNAL

MIXED

JET.

PATENT).

PRICE

30s. eee.

L{IS is the only Mixed Gas Jet which will work at full
power with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,
and oxygen fiom a cylinder.
In order to effect this the
oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch ata pressure of
about 12 Ibs. per square inch.
In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which

is connected

with

the

house

pipe,

and

forces

it

forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M.

gases then pass eer

Here the mixed gases

obtained in the ordinary:way ‘by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an
spring to deliver at about 15 Ibs. pressure.

f

meet

the

baffle plate B, which

has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The mixed
holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner. The requisite pressure of oxygen is

The superiority of this Jet over all others

“L 2,000 CANDLE- POWER

remains

automate

fully established.

(so-called) of the ordinary

mixed jet when

regulator

fitted

with

It will yield THE

a high-pressure

FULL

1,800 TO

taking its ‘supply of coal gas direct. from

the town’s pipe, or even from a bag without any pressure alali.
Ifa town’s suppy is rot available, it will work
just as well with coal gas froma cylinder.
We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets should be purchased which
cannot offer these alternatives.
As for blow-through jets, ejector or otherwise, we do not know why they should
be used at all, when with the same economy and convenience

of working,

the Injector

Jet will

give two

or

three times

the

light.
By re-moving the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to
work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas trom a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that of an ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need to
be touched again when using towns gas.
The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the supply of

coal gas, ‘This is a great convenience in actual use.
Most existing jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet will in certain cases be sent on approval on de posit ‘of purchase price.
Further particulars free on application to
MANCHESTER
OXYGEN
(Brin’s. Patent)
CO.,
LTD.,

GREAT

MARLBOROUGH

STREET,

MANCHESTER.

RILEY BROS., Ltd., 55 & 57, Godwin St., BRADFORD.
Without a
Rival.
The

gen

‘' Rilford”

Generator

Oxy-

is being

sold in large quantities
by the leading wholesale
houses all over the world.

It isa proved success.
Genuinely
satisfactory.
Always reliable.
Absolutely
automatie.
“ Rilford”

Oxygen

Generator

in operation.

No.

It is made in two sizes :

1, for ordinary

work

No. 2, for Cinematograph
power

work

...

ae

and

sa

24

.

£5

10

0
UNIVERSAL

high.

£6

10

0

LAWSON
ETHER
SATURATORS
For Single Lanterns or Biunials, the results are all that
can
Hire
Hire and

be desired.

Department.
Index

.

List Ol.

Free

R. B., Ltd., were

the pioneers of the modern system.
They send slides on hire to ail
and themselves insure against breakage.
They have an im-

parts of the Kingdom,
mense selection.

on application.

LANTERN.

Latest and most Improved Design

This Jantern is undoubtedly the finest lantern for school
and college use that has ever been devised.
It is fitted with
hinged mirror, which sends the beams upwards through a
horizontal convergent lens.
There is a prism as shewn, “and
everything is of the very hest finish.
Price, with prism, safety or mixed jet, and
carrying case, £9.

Used in conjunction with the

Slide

SCIENCE

(Stroud & Rendall’s Patent).

Apparatus

Catalogue

O1 post free, 3d

Slide Catalogue

O1 post free, 6d.
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oxygen can be obtained without the application
of heat and without the slightest risk of any kind.

unscrew for portability in carriage, and on
removing the upright from the bottom cylinder.a
cage is disclosed in which the required quantity
of oxylith is placed. ach brick yields threequarters of a cubic foot of oxygen, so that the
experienced lanternist has no difficulty in caleulating the number of bricks necessary for an
evening’s entertainment.
The lower cylinder is
filled with water up to a certain mark, and the
parts are fitted together; the out-flow tap is
turned off, and a supply of water poured into the
upper cylinder. All this may be done hours
before the gas is wanted, as generation does not
begin till the tap is tumed on, permitting the
water from the upper cylinder to reach the lower,
and to act upon the oxylith, when the gas is
within a few seconds delivered at a sufficient
pressure.
The supply is automatically regulated, .
for if less is used than is generated, the pressure
of the gas drives back the water, and as there is
no wet residue in contact with the bricks the
generation practically ceases.
At the same time,
there is no fear of the cylinder bursting, for if the
pressure became greater than the weight of
water the gas would at once escape by the upper
cylinder, and is of course a harmless addition to
the atmosphere.
When the supply of gas is no longer wanted
the parts of the apparatus are taken apart, the
water is poured away, and if any of the bricks
are left, they may be stored in lime or chalk till
again required.
.
It will thus be seen that all that the lanternist
need carry with him in addition to his ordinary
traps are the generator and a tin or two of the
oxylith, neither of which is prohibited by the
railway companies.
The claims made by Messrs.
Gaumont are absolute safety under all conditions,
extreme facility in producing oxygen at a moment’s notice, costly and heavy cylinders are
dispensed with, and the expense of constant
recharging of cylinders saved, loss from escaping
oxygen is entirely prevented, no light or heat is

One of these salts—the invention of Mr. Jaubert,

required,

sure to be benefitted in this way, and a tuft of
wool, or large soft camel hair brush, will be found
of considerable help at the time.
:

Some prefer to leave all this to be obtained by
working on the negative at the finish, but I believe

in getting all you can as you go along, which still

leaves you an equal chance at the finish.
T use the cotton wool after fixing
washing the plate and also after, and
surprising the amount of sediment
matter which have endeavoured to
manent home on the gelatine.
(To be continued ).
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The Gaumont

Oxygenator.

7-15 ave frequently requested by our readers
(é vxesiding in
the provinces and
away
from the large commercial centres. to
suggest some substitute for the lime-light in
lantern work, the difficulty in procuring a supply
of compressed oxygen gas and a dislike to making
it by the ordinary methods being a bar to its use.
The oxygenator placed upon the market by

ry)

Messrs. L. Gaumont and Co., of 22 and 25, Cecil
Court, Charing Cross Road, W.C., will meet

exactly the requirements of lanternists in such
circumstances, and probably of many others.
In the old days before compressed gas was a
purchasable commodity oxygen was made by the
lanternist from potassium chlorate as wanted,
and probably still is in a number of cases.

Although a perfectly safe operation
of an experienced person there is a
explosions happening when the
not been properly trained to the
are

now,

however,

and sold by Messrs.

in the hands
possibility of
operator has
work.
There

salts obtainable from which

Gaumont,

under

the name

of ‘Oxylith’—is employed in the apparatus
which they have devised for the use of lanternists
and of medical men requiring large or small
quantities of oxygen. ,
Oxylith is manufactured in the form of small
bricks

resembling

stone,

and when one of these

is placed in water the gas is at once given off in
a state of high purity (99.5 to 99.8). The residue,
which at once dissolves in the water,

making

a

clear solution, is said to be nearly pure sodium
hydrate.
The apparatus (shown in our advertising columns), consists of two
cylinders
connected by an upright tube.
These parts

as

is the case

with

the

methods

of

generating oxygen from chlorate of potash, the
possibility of always having a reserve of oxygen
of known volume, no difficulty in manipulation,
no extras for accessories, and the oxygen chemically

pure

(99.8

per

cent.),

such

as

can

be

obtained by no other method.
After seeing the
whole of the operations, and taking part in the
work, we can certainly say that these claims are

well founded ; and taking into consideration the
cost of conveying the compressed gas to out-of-

the-way places, the newer method may possibly
prove as economical as convenient.
The apparatus is supplied in one size—for medical use, for
lantermnists, and for high power illumination
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(cinematogiaph work), £8 8s.
The oxylith is
supplied in tins of twelve bricks (140%. each) at
2s. Our readers who are interested in the matter
should send to the company for the pamphlet and
list of prices.

Experimenting with Acetylene
BIRMINGHAM

Youra’s

DRratn.

Mr. William Walker Thackray, a bank manager, of 79,
Broad Street.
The father of the deceased said that his
son had a magic lantern, and he had for some time heen

thinking of lighting his lamp with acetylene was. He
hought some carbide and some tin eylinders for the
purpose.
On the 15th November deceased invited him
to look at the apparatus, which was in. a top room.
Witness did so, and noticed that the light was not steady,
and deceased placed his hand on the centre of the
eylinder, and thus steadied it. After supper, at about
nine o'clock, deceased left the room, and witness, a few
minutes later hearing an explosion, ran upstairs and
whose

head

was

very

much

lacerated,

lying on his back on the floor.
Ife was unconscious, and
died on Monday last.
After the second week, when he
had recovered consciousness,

he said he must have

made

a mistake, and he should try and find it out when he
was well again.—The Coroner produced a copy of an
engineering paper containing a design of an acetylene

gas apparatus, and showing that the deceased’s apparatus
had not heen finally completed, as certain ‘holes reyuired
in the cylinders had not been bored.—‘’he evidence of
Mrs.

Thackray,

which

was

read,

showed

that the de-

ceased was showing the light to his mother when the
accident occurred.—A companion of the deceased stated
that deceased had told him that some holes would have
to be made in the cylinder.—Dr. Purslow stated that
when he was called deceased appeared to be dying and

subsequently witness called in Dr, Bennett May, and an
operation was performed.
Witness described the deceaseid’s shocking injuries and stated that death was due
to injuries to the brain. —The Coroner remarked that if
acetylene gas were used with proper precautions and
safegnards there was no more risk with it than with the
use of any other explosive.
Deceased appeared not to
haye finished the apparatus, and so deprived himself of

some of the safeguards which would haye been provided
had the apparatus been completed.
a verdict of « Accidental death,”

Perils of Acetylene.
BIRMINGHAM

Courts into the circumstances surrounding the death of
a youth named Herbert Oswald ‘Thackray, the son of

his son,

JOURNAL

the most terrible results. A Coroner’s life must often
seein devoted to learning the danger of a smattering of
knowledge.”
— Birmingham Daily Gazette, Dee. 20th.

Gas.

The Birmingham Coroner (Mr. J. Bradley) and a jury,
on Kriday, December 19th, inquired at the Victoria Law

found

LANTERN

‘The jury returned

YourH’s

TERRIBLE

The need for care in dealing with acetylene gas was
emphasised in the course of an inquest held before the
City Coroner on Friday, December 19th. The subject
of the enquiry was the fatality which befel Herbert
Joseph

Oswald Thackray (16), whose parents live at 79,

Broad Street. The deceased aspired to light his magic
lantern with acetylene, and he had an apparatus made
by a Cregoe Street tin-plate worker, according to instructions printed in a magazine for amateur electricians.
He was experimenting with the apparatus on November
ISth, and having at last secured a perfect light, le called
his mother’s attention to it just before bedtime.
A
minute later there was an explosion, and the boy was so
badly injured that he died on Tuesday.
The explosion
provel to have been caused by the neglect of certain of
the instructions given in the magazine.
‘The apparatus
was composeil of three cylinders, an inner one filled with
carbide, the outer with

water,

and

the third

the amateur

hat provides

further

anxiety

for parents

whose sons are blessed with yearning but no aptitude for
dabbling in the unknown.
Thackray possessed a magiclantern which he thought to light with acetylene.
He
was experimenting with an apparatus made from instructions provided by a magazine when an explosion
occurred, injuring him so badly as to cause his death.
The inquest proved that the fault was not the magazine’s
ut the boy’s, as he had neglected certain important
instructions.
The moral is easy to read. Acetylene is
too perilous for trifling.
A little learning may produce

cylinder,

the longest one, working inside the latter in the manner
of the roof of a gasometer.
The book instructions were
that the inner tube should be pierced with holes, and
that the carbide should be covered with parafin.

These,

amongst other precautions, the deceased had neglected,
Dut he had intended introducing them later. In suchan
apparatus as the boy possessed, there was considerable
danger, in the opinion of Mr. Jarratt, the inspector of
explosives.
He pointed out the explosive properties of
acetylene when mixed with air, even to the extent of 3
per cent. only, and he suggested that hack-firing had
taken place. ‘The burner was loose in the india-rubber
tube which ran from the cylinders, and Mr. Jarratt
thought the flame had been introduced down the tube,
which was of large diameter.
Dr. Purslow described
the terrible injuries the deceased sustained.
‘The explosion blew off the top of the longest cylinder, and also
some pieces of Aron which the deceased had placed upon
it. hese struck the unfortunate youth with great force
in the face.

His nose was

broken,

there

was

a cut

in

the inside of the left eye, most of his teeth were knocked
out, his mouth was injured, and his face generally was
badly lacerated.
Myr.
Bennett May was called into

consultation and performed an operation. Deccased died
from injury lo the brain.
The jury returned a verdict
of “ Accidental death.”
A gentleman who was in
Court suggested that the accident occurred through the
moving cylinder having heen raised by the gas above the
level of the water, so that there would

“When a man is his own lawyer there is work for the
judges.
When a boy becomes his own chemist the
The ease of Herbert
Coroner has to be called in.
Thackray, which oceupied attention at the Victoria
Courts yesterday, not only brings an awful warning to

DEATH.

be a mixture

of

gas and air, which lis own light would have ignited.
—Birmingham Daily Gazette, Dec. 20th.
“Poor Oswald Thackray, whose death yesterday
formed the subject of an inquest by the Gity Coroner,
met with a tragic end.

He, like hundreds of other lads

in Birmingham, was naturally anxious to test his own
capabilities, and, unhappily, with fatal consequences.
For the purpose of his magic lantern, he ordered an
acetylene apparatus to be made by a local tinworker.
The

hoy,

however,

neglected certain instructions, with

the result that, on November 18th, an explosion took
place.
The unfortunate youth was terribly injured,
.and death ensued on Tuesday.
The tragedy ought to
impress upon youths like Thackray the absolute necessity
when dealing with explosives, of observing every detail

AND
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which tends to safety.
Had the deceased done this, he
would probably have been alive to-day.
As it is, a
useful young life has been sacrificed.”
—Daily Mail, Dec. 20th.

ERE
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ENLARGER,

at least, attempting to do so, and the results were
disastrous and such as might have been expected.
Acetylene gas if properly used from a properly constructed generator, is absolutely safe, and in all cases
where accidents have occurred, they have been the result
of sheer carelessness in disregarding instructions,
Wm. TYLAR.”’
DREADNOUGHT WORKS,

41, HIGH STREET,
ASTON,
BIRMINGHAM.

Correspondence.
The Necessity of following instructions.
“ DEAR Sir,—The recent inquest at Birmingham
accentuated

one

pvint in a most forcible manner,

and

Patent Intelligenee.

that is the necessity of adhering implicitly to the instructions viven in regard to all apparatus connected with
1
Acetylene gas.
The sad accident that took place in this case was un-

Patent

doubtedly due to an over anxiousness on the young
man’s part to try the generator before he had fully
carried out the instructions as laid down, and a desire to
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Compiled expressly for this Journal by Messrs.

modify the size to give a light fora longer period of time
by doubling its dimensions.
:

Thompson & Co.,
Holborn, London,

This in my opinion was a source of error, and T think
that had the water seal not have heen so wide, that

enquiries should be addressed.

there would have been less liability to accident. Still
the appliance should not have been tried in such an unfinished state—the instructions showed that what I
should term the gas bell, was intended to be fastened
rigidly into position,

instead

No.
26187.

of that, weiehts of iron

were used, on a loose bell. Now my opinion is that the
gas exerted sufficient force to lift up this bell so as to
tilt it, part of the weights would fall off, the bell would
then rise, and leaning” over towards one side—which it
could easily do owing to the space allowed in the outer
cylinder,—gas would escape, and rushing to the lighted
jet, would back fire and blow the bell into the air.
By what I saw of the state of the bell, and by what I
could ascertain of the relative position of the generator

26309.

26470.
27240.

to the hole in the ceiling, I feel sure that my solution is
the correct one.
People will not pay sufficient attention to instructions,
and while this is the case we cannot wonder at accidents

occurring.

‘There has been two cases of men cleaning

-

22042.
846.

W. P.

Chartered Patent Agents, 322, High
W.C., and at Liverpool, to whom all

RECENT

PATENT

INTELLIGENCE.

Magic Lantern Applications.
Improvements relating to apparatus for synchronously operating a phonograph and a
cinematograph. Henry Harris Lake. November 27th, 1902.
Improvements in cinematographs.
Richard
James Appleton and Joseph Oulton.
Novemher 29th.
Improvements in automatic
magic lantern
apparatus.
Malcolm Bentzon. December Ist.
Improvements in kinematographs.
Ladislaus
Emanuel Granichstadten and The Automatograph Company Ld.
December 10th.
Complete Specifications Accepted.
Cinematographic apparatus.
Hatton.
Cinematographs.
Breard.

Ht You Wish te Know ...

out large generators with lighted pipes in their mouth, or

1.—What focus of lens is required to reproduce a certain size of disc, at a given distance ;
2,—What size of disc can be produced by a lens of given focus at a stated distance ;
3.—What distance a lantern must be from the screen to produce a certain sized disc with
a lens of given focus;

SEND
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By J. HAY TAYLOR.
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AS CONVENIENTLY CARRIED AS
A POCKET BOOK!
The No. O

FOLDING

POCKET

Folding Pocket Kodak.

FOR

PICTURES

2} in. x 1f in. ON

KODAK

DAYLIGHT-LOADING

FILM.

PRICE 2O /= ONLY.
The No. O Folding Pocket Kodak is the neatest folding pocket
camera ever produced, being so small and compact that it can be carried
in a waistcoat pocket.
It is made of aluminium covered with fine grain leather, while the
fittings are nickel plated. The No. O Folding Pocket Kodak is fitted with
a lens of perfect covering power, giving excellent definition. The shutter
is of the well-known Kodak rotary everset type, giving time or instanThe camera is further equipped with set
taneous exposures as desired.
Weight under 12 oz.
&c.
finder,
brilliant
stops,
of three

THE IDEAL POCKET CAMERA.
SMALL.

Now

on sale by all dealers,

KODAK,

LIGHT.

ELEGANT.

or of

Ltd., 41=43 Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.

Whol sale and Retail Branches: 96 Bold St., LIVERPOOL, & 72*74 Buchanan St., GLASGOW.
Retail Branches :59 Brompton Road. S.W.; 60 Cheapside. E.C.; 115 Oxford Street, W.; 171=173
Rezent Street W.; and 40 Strand, London, W.C.
Rue d’Argenteuil 6. Avenue de I'Opéra 5. Place
Paris: Eastman Konak Société Anonyme Francaise.
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